The Poisson multi-Bernoulli mixture (PMBM) is a multi-target distribution for which the prediction and update are closed. By applying the random finite set (RFS) framework to multi-target tracking with sets of trajectories as the variable of interest, the PMBM trackers can efficiently estimate the set of target trajectories. This paper derives two trajectory RFS filters for extended target tracking, called extended target PMBM trackers. Compared to the extended target PMBM filter based on sets on targets, explicit track continuity between time steps is provided in the extended target PMBM trackers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-target tracking (MTT) denotes the process of estimating the set of target trajectories based on a sequence of noisecorrupted measurements, including missed detections and false alarms [1] . Conventional MTT algorithms are usually tailored to the point target assumption: each target is modeled as a point without spatial extent, and each target gives rise to at most one measurement per time scan. However, modern high-resolution radar and lidar sensors make the point target assumption unrealistic, because with such sensors it is common that a target gives rise to multiple measurements per time scan. The tracking of such a target leads to the extended target tracking problem, where the objective is to recursively determine the extent and kinematic states of the targets over time. A detailed overview of extended target tracking literature is given in [2] .
The focus of this paper is on extended targets. A target may give rise to more than one measurement if multiple resolution cells of the sensor are occupied by a single target. A common extended target measurement model is the inhomogeneous Poisson Point Process (PPP) [3] . At each time step, a Poisson distributed random number of measurements are generated, spatially distributed around the target. For tracking multiple extended targets, random finite sets (RFSs) [4] can be used to model the problem [5] . The framework of RFSs was developed to provide a systematic methodology for dealing with MTT problems involving time-varying number of targets, where targets and measurements are modelled as random sets. The PPP extended target model has been integrated into several computationally feasible RFSs-based filters, see, e.g., [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] .
In the RFSs formulation, the multi-target filtering density contains the information of the target states at the current time step. Exact closed-form (and computationally tractable) solutions to the RFSs-based multi-target Bayes filter are based on multi-target conjugate priors. Multi-target conjugate prior was defined in [14] as meaning that "if we start with the proposed conjugate initial prior, then all subsequent predicted and posterior distributions have the same form as the initial prior."
Two well-established MTT conjugate priors found in the literature are the Poisson multi-Bernoulli mixture (PMBM) [15] , based on unlabelled RFSs 1 , and the Delta generalized labelled multi-Bernoulli (δ-GLMB) [14] , based on labelled RFSs. The PMBM conjugate prior consists of a PPP representing targets which are hypothesized to exist but have never been detected, and a multi-Bernoulli mixture (MBM) representing targets that have been detected at some point in time. For both the PMBM and δ-GLMB multi-target densities, conjugacy has been shown for both point targets [15] , [14] and extended targets [12] , [10] .
The relations between the two point target conjugate priors are explored in [16] , where it is shown that the PMBM density has a more efficient structure than the δ-GLMB density, with fewer global hypotheses. Simulation studies have shown that filters based on the PMBM conjugate prior in general outperform the filters based on the δ-GLMB conjugate prior, in terms of filtering performance and computational cost, see [17] for point target and [12] for extended target. However, PMBM filters (without labels) seemingly do not provide explicit track continuity between time steps.
One approach to address the lack of track continuity is to add unique labels to the target states and estimate target states from the multi-target filtering density [14] , [18] , [19] . The δ-GLMB filter [14] , [10] is a labelled filter when the birth model is a labelled multi-Bernoulli RFS. Labelling works well in many cases but it becomes problematic in challenging situations, e.g., when target birth is independent and identically distributed, or when targets get in close proximity and then separate; this can lead to problems with switching, see [20] for an example of this.
An appealing approach to ensuring track continuity for RFSs-based multi-target filters is to generalize the concept of RFSs of targets to RFSs of trajectories. A formulation of the target tracking problem as RFSs of trajectories was provided in [21] , [22] . Within this set of trajectories framework, the goal of MTT is to recursively compute the posterior density over the set of trajectories, which contains full information about the target trajectories. From a trajectory and a given data association hypothesis, we can infer at all times the location of the target. Thus, there is no need to label targets upon initialization.
Closed-form PMBM filtering recursions for point targets, based on the set of trajectories framework, have been derived in [20] . This enables us to leverage on the benefits of the PMBM recursions, while also obtaining track continuity. It is therefore of interest to show that the trajectory PMBM filtering recursions are also closed for extended target tracking.
In this work, we present prediction and update equations of two trajectory PMBM filters for extended target tracking: one in which the set of current (i.e., "alive") trajectories is tracked, and one in which the set of all trajectories (both "dead" and "alive") up to the current time is tracked. We call these tracking algorithms extended target PMBM trackers, to distinguish them from the extended target PMBM filter [12] , which is for sets of target states. We also present results from a simulation study where we compare the tracking results to the δ-GLMB filter [10] , in terms of trajectory estimation error.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the modeling assumption and background on set of trajectories. In Section III, we present prediction and update equations for the two extended target PMBM trackers. An implementation of the proposed tracking algorithms is given in Section IV. Simulation results are presented in Section V, and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first outline the modeling assumptions utilized in this work. Next, we give a brief introduction to RFSs of trajectories. Then, we introduce the generalized transition and measurement model in the framework of set of trajectories.
A. Modelling assumptions
In the traditional RFSs of targets problem formulation, target states and measurements are represented in the form of finite sets [4] . Let x k denote a target state at time k, and let z k denote a measurement at time k. The set of measurements obtained at time step k is denoted as z k . We utilize the standard multi-target dynamic model and the standard extended target measurement model, defined in the following.
1) Standard multi-target transition model: New targets appear in the surveillance area independently of any existing targets. Targets arrive at each time according to a nonhomogeneous Poisson RFS with birth intensity D b k (x k ). Given a target state x k , the target survives with a probability P S (x k ) and moves with a single target transition density π(x k |x k−1 ).
2) Standard extended target measurement model: The set of measurements z k is a union of a set of clutter measurements and a set of target-generated measurements; the sets are assumed to be independent. The clutter is modeled as a Poisson RFS with Poisson rate λ FA and spatial distribution c(z), and the clutter Poisson intensity is κ(z) = λ FA c(z). Each extended target is detected with probability P D (x k ). If the extended target is detected, the target-generated measurements are modeled as a Poisson RFS with Poisson rate γ(x k ) and spatial distribution φ(z k |x k ).
The conditional extended target measurement likelihood for a nonempty set of measurements w k is the product of the target detection probability P D (x k ) and the Poisson density of target-generated measurements w k [12] ,
The effective detection probability for an extended target with state x k is the product of target detection probability P D (x k ) and the Poisson probability that the target generates at least one measurement 1 − e −γ(x k ) . Accordingly, the probability that the target is not detected, or equivalently the conditional likelihood for an empty set of measurements, is
(2)
B. Random finite sets of trajectories
Let X represent the single target state space, e.g., X = R 4 if the state represents position and velocity in two dimensions. We use the trajectory state model presented in [21] , in which the trajectory state is a tuple X = (β, ǫ, x β:ǫ ), where β is the discrete time of the trajectory birth, i.e., the time the trajectory begins; ǫ is the discrete time of the trajectory's end time. If k is the current time, ǫ = k means that the trajectory is alive;
x β:ǫ is, given β and ǫ, the sequence of states
where x k ∈ X for all k ∈ {β, ..., ǫ}. This gives a trajectory of length l = ǫ − β + 1 time steps. The trajectory state space at time k is [22] T
where ⊎ denotes disjoint set union, I k = {(β, ǫ) : 0 ≤ β ≤ ǫ ≤ k} and X l denotes the Cartesian products of X . The trajectory state density of X k given measurements up to and including time k ′ ≤ k factorizes as follows
where, if ǫ < β, then P k|k ′ (β, ǫ) is zero. Integration for single trajectory densities is performed as follows [22] ,
is the set of all finite subsets of T k . Let g(X k ) be a real-valued function on a set of trajectories, then the set integral is
Two basic building blocks of RFSs-based MTT are the Poisson RFS and the Bernoulli RFS. A trajectory Poisson RFS has density
where the trajectory Poisson RFS intensity D(·) is defined on the trajectory state space T k , i.e., realizations of the Poisson RFS are trajectories with a birth time, a time of the most recent state, and a state sequence. A trajectory Bernoulli RFS has density
where f (·) is a single trajectory density, cf. (5), and r is the Bernoulli probability of existence. Together, f (·) and r can be used to find the probability that the target trajectory existed at a specific time, or find the probability that the target state was in a certain area at a certain time. Trajectory multi-Bernoulli RFS and trajectory MBM RFS are both defined analogously to target multi-Bernoulli RFS and target MBM RFS: a trajectory multi-Bernoulli is the disjoint union of a multiple trajectory Bernoulli RFS; trajectory MBM RFS is an RFS whose density is a mixture of trajectory multi-Bernoulli densities.
C. Transition models for sets of trajectories
In the standard multi-target transition model, target birth at time k is modelled by a Poisson RFS. We write the birth intensity as
where ∆(·) denotes Kronecker delta function.
As in [20] , we focus on two different MTT formulations: the set of current trajectories, where the objective is to estimate the trajectories of targets that are still present in the surveillance area at the current time; and the set of all trajectories, where the objective is to estimate the trajectories for all targets that have been present at any times. For the set of current trajectories, X k is the set of trajectories for which 0 ≤ β ≤ ǫ = k. For the set of all trajectories, X k is the set of trajectories for which 0 ≤ β ≤ ǫ ≤ k. The probability of survival as a function on trajectories at time k is defined as
The transition density for the trajectories depends on the problem formulation. 1) Transition model for the set of current trajectories: The Bernoulli RFS transition density without birth is
where δ(·) denotes Dirac delta function. In this model, if the target disappears, or "dies", then the entire trajectory will no longer be a member of the set of current trajectories. If the trajectory survives, then the trajectory is extended by one time step.
2) Transition model for the set of all trajectories: The Bernoulli RFS transition density without birth is
In this model, the interpretation of the probability of survival is that it governs whether or not the trajectory ends, or if it extends by one more time step. However, importantly, regardless of whether or not the trajectory ends, the trajectory remains in the set of all trajectories. For both transition models, the predicted set of trajectories is the union of the birth process and the set of trajectories that arise from previous set of trajectories.
D. Single trajectory measurement model
The standard extended target measurement model is extended by defining a Bernoulli measurement density as follows:
where (14b) means that the target can only cause detections if it is present at the current time, ǫ = k. Note that the notation
III. EXTENDED TARGET PMBM TRACKERS
We extends the closed-form filtering recursion of the PMBM tracker for point targets [15] , [20] to extended targets. The trajectory PMBM has density
where the set of trajectories X k is an independent union of a Poisson RFS X u k with intensity D u k|k ′ and an MBM RFS X d k with Bernoulli parameters r i,a i k|k ′ and f i,a i k|k ′ (·), cf. (9) . The Poisson RFS represents trajectories that are hypothesized to exist, but have never been detected, i.e., no measurement has been associated to them. In the MBM in (15c), T k|k ′ is a track table with n k|k ′ tracks, a ∈ A k|k ′ is a global data association hypothesis, and for each global hypothesis a and for each track i ∈ T k|k ′ , a i indicates which local track hypothesis is used in the global hypothesis. Each global hypothesis is a collection of single trajectory hypothesis, one from each track. For each track, there are h i k|k ′ single trajectory hypotheses.
Let m k be the number of measurements at time k and j ∈ M k = {1, ..., m k } be an index to each measurement. Let M k denote a set of tuples (τ, j), where τ ≤ k and j ∈ M τ . Let M k (i, a i ) ⊆ M k denote the history of measurements that are associated to track i in hypothesis a i . Compared to point target models [15] , here M k (i, a i ) can contain more than one element that corresponds to the same time step, see below for a simple example. (3, 2) , (5, 8) }, then a i hypothesizes that the i-th hypothesized target was first detected at time 3 by measurements 1 and 2, at time 4 a missed detection occurred, and at time 5 it was detected by measurement 8.
For each global hypothesis a = (a 1 , ..., a n k|k ′ ), it satisfies that
In the following, we will show how the trajectory PMBM density is predicted and updated, in order to track either the set of current trajectories, or the set of all trajectories. Analogous to the point target PMBM tracks [20] , the two different extended target PMBM trackers, based on two different problem formulations, have the same update step but different prediction steps. For compactness, we denote the inner product of two functions h(·) and g(·), as h; g = h(x)g(x)dx.
A. Prediction step
The prediction steps for the set of current trajectories and the set of all trajectories are, respectively, given in the two theorems below.
Theorem 1. Assume that the set of current trajectories distribution from the previous time step f k−1|k−1 (X k−1 ) is given by (15) , that the transition model is (12) , and that the birth model is a trajectory Poisson RFS with intensity of the form (10) . Then the predicted distribution for the next step f k|k−1 (X k ) is given PMBM, cf. (15) , with:
Theorem 2. Assume that the set of all trajectories distribution from the previous time step f k−1|k−1 (X k−1 ) is given by (15) , that the transition model is (13) , and that the birth model is a trajectory Poisson RFS with intensity of the form (10) . Then the predicted distribution for the next step f k|k−1 (X k ) is given PMBM, cf. (15) , with:
B. Update step
We present "track-oriented" (TO) extended target PMBM trackers, where a track is initiated for each non-empty subset of the measurement set z k at each time k; this is analogous to how, in point target tracking, a track is initiated for each measurement at each time k.
The update step of the extended target PMBM trackers is presented in the following theorem. We denote the power set of z k , i.e., the set of all subsets of z k , as P(z k ). Further, we denote the pth nonempty element in P(z k ) as w p k (p ∈ {1, ..., |P(z k )| − 1}) by ordering the elements of P(z k ) in an arbitrary manner; the set of measurement indices of w p k is denoted as {j 1 , ..., j |w p k | }. Theorem 3. Assume that the predicted distribution f k|k−1 (X k ) is given by (15) , that the single trajectory measurement model is (14) , and that the clutter is a Poisson RFS with intensity κ(z). Then, the updated distribution f k|k (X k ) (updated with the measurement set z k ) is a PMBM, cf. (15) , with n k|k = n k|k−1 + |P(z k )| − 1, and
For tracks continuing from previous time steps (i ∈ {1, ..., n k k −1 }), a hypothesis is included for each combination of a hypothesis from a previous time, and either a missed detection or an update using a nonempty subset of z k . The number of hypotheses becomes h i k|k = |P(z k )|h i k|k−1 2 .
For missed detection hypotheses (i ∈ {1, ..., n k|k−1 }, a i ∈ {1, ..., h k|k−1 }):
For hypotheses updating existing tracks (i ∈ {1, ..., n k|k−1 }, a i ∈ {1, ..., h i k|k−1 }, p ∈ {1, ..., |P(z k )|− 1}, i.e., the previous hypothesisã i , updated with nonempty measurement set w p k ):
Finally, for new tracks, (i ∈ {n k|k−1 + p}, p ∈ {1, ..., |P(z k )| − 1}, i.e., the new track commencing on measurement set w p k ) 2 :
Note that from the last part of the theorem, the probability that w p k is clutter if it has only one element is incorporated into the existence probability r.
C. Discussion
A global hypothesis can be considered as a partitioning of all measurements received so far into subsets, where each subset is hypothesized to correspond to a particular potential target 4 . Each single trajectory hypothesis explains the association of each measurement received so far that are hypothesized to correspond to the same potential target. The weight of global hypothesis a is w a k|k ′ ∝ i∈T k|k ′ w i,a i k|k ′ , where w i,a i k|k ′ is the weight of single trajectory hypothesis a i from track i.
The single trajectory density and the intensity of the Poisson RFS is a mixture density of the form
where each mixture component is characterized by a weight w t , a distinct birth time b t , a distinct most recent time e t where Fig. 1 . Tracks and hypotheses maintained by the extended target PMBM trackers. Structure after time 1 is shown at left (assuming there was one measurement). Structure after time 2 is shown at right (assuming there were two measurements). A new track is created for each nonempty subset of the measurements received. New tracks each contain two hypotheses; one hypothesizing that at least one of the measurements goes with a previously existing track and hence the new track is not required, and the other hypothesizing that the measurements go with the new track, capturing both the possibility that it is the result of target detected for first time, or a false alarm (if the cardinality of the measurement subset is one). Each track from prior distribution is continued, incorporating a hypothesis for each prior hypothesis corresponding to missed detection, and for each combination of prior hypothesis and nonempty subset of new measurements. Non-existence hypotheses are continued without branching. The line with arrows at the bottom shows an example of a global hypothesis, i.e., a choice of one single trajectory hypothesis from the tree for each track, in which measurement at every time is used exactly once.
b t ≤ e t for all t 5 , and a state sequence density p t (·). For the weights we have that t w t = 1 if p(·) is a density, and t w t ≥ 0 if p(·) is an intensity function, e.g., a Poisson RFS intensity. This type of state density facilitates simple representations for the state sequence x β:ǫ (either the state of a trajectory that is still present, or the state of a dead trajectory), conditioned on β and ǫ.
Two different extended target PMBM trackers result from the theorems: a PMBM tracker for the set of current trajectories is given by the prediction in Theorem 1 and the update in Theorem 3; a PMBM tracker for the set of all trajectories is given by the prediction in Theorem 2 and the update in Theorem 3. Both PMBM trackers are TO. For each track there is a hypothesis tree, where each hypothesis corresponds to different data association sequences for the track. An example of this hypothesis structure is illustrated in Figure 1 . The predictions (17) and (18) preserve the number of tracks and hypotheses; however, the prediction (18f) results in additional mixture components in (23) . In the update step, the number of global hypotheses increases rapidly due to the complexity of the data association problem in extended target tracking. Exact expressions for the number of possible data associations and number of global hypotheses under a Poisson birth model can be found in [23, Section V] and [12, Section V], respectively.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we discuss reduction methods that can be used to keep the computational complexity of the extended target PMBM tracker at a tractable level. We also present pseudo code for the update and the prediction step of the (TO) extended target PMBM tracker.
A. Handling the data association
First, the number of single trajectory hypotheses to be created in the update step is reduced using gating. For extended target tracking, the gates should take into account both the position and the extent of the target, as well as state uncertainties. 5 Neither the birth time β nor the most recent time ǫ is deterministic.
Second, the number of global hypotheses can be reduced by only considering data association events with high likelihoods.
In extended target tracking, the data association problem is usually handled in two stages, see, e.g., [12] , [10] . First, clustering methods are used to find a set of different ways in which the measurements can be clustered; second, assignment methods, e.g., Murty's algorithm [24] , are used to assign measurement clusters to targets, based on the assumption that only one measurement cluster can be assigned to a track. As an alternative to using clustering and assignment to find a subset of associations, random sampling methods [23] , [25] , [26] can be used, which work directly on maximizing the data association likelihood. Both simulation and experiment results have shown that the sampling methods have the advantage that they work equally well for both spatially close and well separated targets, see [23] . Hence, in the PMBM trackers we use sampling.
Third, after an updated PMBM density has been computed, global hypotheses whose updated weight fall below a threshold are pruned. Note that pruning does not affect the symmetry of the posterior. By doing so, we can prune single trajectory hypotheses (Bernoulli components) that are not included in the remaining global hypotheses. Further, we prune Bernoulli components with probability of existence smaller than a threshold. For the mixture representation of the Poisson RFS intensity, components with weights smaller than a threshold are pruned.
B. Pseudo code for the update and the prediction
In the TO implementation, global hypotheses are represented using a look-up table. The (j, i)th entry of the look-up table is the index of the single trajectory hypothesis in the ith track that is included in the jth global hypothesis. If the jth global hypothesis does not include any single trajectory hypothesis from the ith track, then the (j, i)th entry of the look-up table would be zero. This can either be the case of non-existence single trajectory hypothesis or the case that the single trajectory hypothesis is pruned due to its small existence probability.
Example 2. Let us consider the hypothesis structure illustrated in Figure 1 . There are in total four valid global hypotheses. Assume that the single trajectory hypotheses in each track are indexed in left-to-right order, the maintained global hypotheses look-up table would be     1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0
where the first row corresponds to the global hypothesis example in Figure 1 . Note that the corresponding entries of non-existence single trajectory hypotheses are zero since they are omitted in practical implementation.
The pseudo code for one update and prediction of the extended target PMBM tracker is given in Algorithm 1. For measurements that are inside the gate of existing targets, compute the subset of data associations.
7.
Based on the data association results, create new Bernoulli components for missed detection hypotheses (20) , hypotheses updating existing tracks (21) and new tracks (22 (19) . 15 . Prune the mixture components in the Poisson intensity whose weight is below a threshold.
C. Single target model
Solving the multiple extended target tracking problem requires not only an MTT framework, but also a single extended target model. There are several single extended target models available in the literature, see [2] for an overview. We chose to model the extended objects using the Gaussian inverse Wishart (GIW), or random matrix, model [27] , [28] , in which the target shape is approximated by an ellipse. The GIW model was chosen because it is relatively simple to use and it has been integrated into many extended target tracking filters, including the PMBM filter [11] and the δ-GLMB filter [10] , making comparison easy. Further, smoothed kinematic and extent estimates can be obtained by performing GIW backwards filtering [29] . In [9] , [30] , the GIW model was extended to additionally estimate for each target the state dependent Poisson measurement rate γ(x k ), resulting in the Gamma GIW (GGIW) model. Due to page limits, we refer the reader to [11] , [12] for GGIW-PMBM details.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present Monte Carlo simulation results that compare the tracking performance of the GGIW-PMBM tracker for the set of all trajectories and the GGIW-GLMB filter [10] . The filtering performance, i.e., how the estimated multi-target states compare to the true multi-target states at each time instant, of the PMBM filter [12] and the δ-GLMB filter has been evaluated in an exhaustive simulation study in [12] . Here, we focus on the comparison of the tracking performance that fully account for errors between the estimated and the true set of tracks.
A two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system is used to define measurement and target kinematic parameters. Targets follow a linear Gaussian nearly constant velocity model. The measurement model is also linear Gaussian.
Trajectory estimation, or trajectory extraction, is the process of obtaining estimates of the set of trajectories (or set of targets) from the multi-target density. For GGIW-PMBM, an estimate of the set of trajectories is directly extracted from the from the MB component with the highest weight by taking the trajectory Bernoulli densities with existence probability larger than 0.5. For GGIW-GLMB, we first perform target state extraction at each time instant, see [10] for details. Then target trajectories are formed by connecting target states with the same label.
For performance evaluation of extended target estimates with ellipsoidal extents, a comparison study in [31] has shown that among several compared performance measures, the Gaussian Wassterstein Distance (GWD) metric is the best choice. To evaluate tracking performance, the trajectory metric d(·, ·) [32] was used by integrating the GWD as base distance measure, and with location/extent error cut-off c = 20, order p = 1, and track switch cost γ = 4. In the simulated scenarios, we apply the metric at each time step, and normalize it by the time step. This allows a comparison of how the metric evolves over time in the scenario, as opposed to only computing the metric at the final time step. We consider the scenario illustrated in Figure 2 , where 27 randomly generated targets were simulated for 100 time steps. The targets appear in, and disappear from, the surveillance area at different time steps. We choose target detection probability P D = 0.9, target measurement rate is randomly selected from {7, 8, 9}, target survival probability P S = 0.99, and uniformly distributed Poisson clutter with rate λ FA = 60. The birth spatial density consists of four GGIW components, with positions in [±75, ±75] T . For both GGIW-GLMB and GGIW-PMBM implementation, MB components with weight below 0.01 are pruned.
The results in Figure 3 show the tracking errors averaged over 100 Monte Carlo runs for trajectory estimates extracted at each time step of the scenario. For this scenario, the average total time to process one full sequence of measurement sets was 1502s for GGIW-GLMB, and 45s for GGIW-PMBM 6 . We can see that the extended target PMBM tracker outperforms the extended target δ-GLMB filter by a large margin in terms of both tracking error and computational complexity. The main reason is that PMBM is a more efficient parameterization than δ-GLMB, which has deterministic existence probability [16] . In addition, it is noticeable that the extended target PMBM tracker presents negligible track switch error compared to the extended target δ-GLMB filter. This is because that the extended target PMBM tracker always provide a valid trajectory, i.e., not one that is flipping between different hypotheses at different times [20] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented two extended target PMBM trackers for the set of target trajectories that provide explicit track continuity between time steps. Future works include developing a smoothing-while-filtering GGIW implementation of the PMBM trackers and developing a multi-scan PMBM tracker that considers the multi-scan data association problem. 
